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1.1 My first Hindenburg Narrator audio book 

This section explains how to do a simple audio book recording, using basic skills. This 
helps to familiarize with the objects that constitute the program interface, what their 
purposes are and how they behave. Let us begin.  
Keep in mind this is a general overview of the workspace. We shall dive in all the 
components in detail all throughout the book.  
Open Hindenburg Narrator.  

 
Figure 1-1 Hindenburg Narrator program screen.  

It looks like the picture. From top left to bottom right we see a title bar, a menu bar, 
toolbars, the Workspace, three windows and finally another toolbar. The Workspace 
contains the timeline.  
Underneath the timeline is a black zone called marker line, which is for selection 
markers and for navigation points that will relate to the manuscript. Below the 
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marker line is the still empty track.  
On its left we see the track controls for the track name (the blue button), two sliders, 
the record status button (with a faintly red dot) and buttons for mute, solo, effects 
(arrows) and addition of further tracks (downward triangle).  
Under the Workspace there is the Favorites window for universally needed clips such 
as room tone pauses, Contents for monitoring narration progress in an audiobook 
recording and Manuscript where the audiobook’s manuscript will be displayed. The 
toolbar at the bottom has the usual record buttons, a gain indicator, and a navigation 
section.  
Visibility of each part is controlled via the View menu. Here you can turn items off 
or on. If your Hindenburg program interface looks different from above, try to make 
it look identical. Use the View menu, close any superfluous windows. You can 
rearrange the windows on the screen: grab the window’s title bar and drag it where 
you want. You can make each window wider or narrower by dragging a side.  
To activate a window, click on the title bar.  

 
Figure 1-2 The View menu that controls the presence of toolbars and windows.  

In the top left corner, adjacent to the beginning of the empty track, we see a white 
vertical line: the playhead. You may have noticed that the track name button is blue, 
which means the track is in selected mode, open for editing.   
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Figure 1-3 In the Workspace, the track has been selected but is not yet in record mode.  

When you deselect the Workspace (by clicking on a different window such as 
Manuscript) the track name button turns grey. 

 
Figure 1-4 Track in unselected mode.  

Entering session properties 
We need to specify required information about our audio product. These are 
referred to as the session properties, where session means everything that is part of 
the work for this audio product.  
Go to File | Properties. The Session Properties window opens with the Info page by 
default. On the Info page select Audiobook, enter the book title Travelling Italy and 
the author name John LeCar. Click the OK button at the bottom of the window.  
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Figure 1-5 Selecting Audiobook and entering the book title. 

Click the Save button. Narrator will use the entered book title as the filename of the 
session. The book title is also at the top of the list in the Contents window now, 
having replaced the word “book”.  

 
Figure 1-6 The book title has become the filename upon first saving.  

The star that trails the filename tells us that audio is waiting to be saved. The same 
is true if there is not any audio at all. After adding audio and saving the session, the 
star will disappear.  
The preliminary heading titles need to be replaced with the real heading titles.  

Entering the navigation structure in the Manuscript window 
An audiobook that has a navigation structure requires the presence of structure 
elements in the Manuscript window. Therefore we shall enter a few headings now. 
To do this we use the buttons on the Bookbar.  

 
Figure 1-7 The Manuscript window as it is still empty.  
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The toolbar at the top right is the Bookbar. It is for entering heading items in the 
Manuscript window. Click the H1 button, which will make the first heading item 
appear in Manuscript.  

 
Figure 1-8 Bookbar buttons, where H1 is available to enter the first heading item.  

 
Figure 1-9 Manuscript window after receiving its first heading item.  

It says, “Header 1”, which is only a preliminary name. After we add some more 
heading items you will replace each of them with its true chapter (subchapter) title.  
Since there is an H1 (first level) heading item, the H2 button has become available as 
well.  

 
Figure 1-10 Bookbar button when a first level heading has the focus in Manuscript.  

Use the H1 and H2 buttons to imitate the heading structure in the picture below. 
While doing so, you will see the same structure arise in the Contents window. Both 
windows are synchronized.  
Tip: If the result turns out to be different from the example, just continue. This is but 
an exercise and the way to change and adapt the navigation structure will be 
discussed in a later chapter.  
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Figure 1-11 The Manuscript window with a book structure under construction.  

Entering the real heading texts 
The Manuscript window must be white and text shading blue, as in the pictures 
shown here. If it looks differently, refer to the table for the appropriate action.  
To see available options for the selected heading item, right-click on the item.  

Window  Heading 
shading Functional mode Main options 

White  blue 
Text editing mode  
To switch to yellow shading, 
press Escape.  

Edit heading texts.  
 

White  grey 

De-activated mode because a 
track is in selected mode. 
Activate the Manuscript window. 
(Click on the title bar).  

None  

White  yellow 
Heading editing mode 
To switch to text mode, double-
click on the item.  

Link Text to Time, insert, 
change level, delete the 
current heading: press 
Delete.  

Grey  white 

A track is armed. To unarm it: 
press R. Reactivate Manuscript. 
(Click the window title).  
 

Record Selection, insert, 
change level 
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Using the example here, create a similar book structure.  

 
Figure 1-12 Manuscript and Contents as the user replaces the placeholder texts.  

Making the settings for recording  
Go to Tools | Options. On the Audio tab, select your digital audio interface (DAI) for 
Playback and for Record. Click OK.  

 
Figure 1-13 Settings for sound recording.  
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